The Following Collect, Epistle & Gospel will be read during the Eucharist today in the
personal Chapel of the Presiding Archbishop of the Australian Church of Antioch, The Most
Reverend Frank Bugge.
The 13th Sunday after Trinity
Intent - Good Works.

Green.
Candles 6.

The Collect
Grant us O Lord, to hold fast within our hearts your love, and that by loving you above all things,
we may constantly indulge in all good works; through the Christ our Lord. Amen.
The Epistle for the 13th Sunday after Trinity is from the writings of Annie Kirkwood, in her
book Mary's Message to the World.
Another church produced fallacy which is believed on earth, is that there is a heaven and a hell and
a purgatory. This could possibly be a better description of how things are after death. Here while in
this part of God's creation, where you come after death and before rebirth, all is lived mentally. It is
with your thoughts, beliefs, concepts and attitudes that you create your environment. Heaven and
hell are simply mental states, both on earth and beyond. What you think is what you have. If you
believe you are in heaven, you will find things nice and pleasant. If you believe in fear and hell,
you will truly live in fear. The after world is a mental world. That means every thought is visible
and brings immediate response. Here you must watch your thoughts. In that world, controlled
thought controls your life. On earth your life is also lived by thoughts, but on earth there is a
problem of lag time. This confuses people and makes them think things just happen. From your
past come decisions or choices which bring on every condition. In every part of God’s creation all
is ultimately lived from what you carry in your mind and heart.
Here Endeth the Epistle.
The Gospel for the 13th Sunday after Trinity is from the words of Perkins, the occult author.
Mentally each person is at the stage to which they have evolved by their mental faculties. It does
not matter if they are a mechanic, writer or a priest, their mental outlook and spiritual content has
already paved their way into heaven. We pass into the particular mental level that corresponds
precisely to our stage of evolution, and remain oriented there throughout our heaven life. No one
can leap beyond themself mentally here, or in heaven. The richer one's mental and spiritual life on
earth has been, the more extensive will be their heritage in heaven. Good work in life will get their
reward in higher realms.
Praise Be to Thee O Christ.
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